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Backgroun
nd & Previious Plann
ning Effortts
In 2002, the City
C of Albuq
querque adopted the Cen
ntral Avenue Streetscape
e Master Plan
n, a “blueprin
nt” to
g
guide the red
developmentt of West Ce
entral Avenue
e with the vission of a vib
brant,
COM
MPLETE STR
REETS
h
higher-densitty, multi-mo
odal corrido
or. The pla
an identifieed improvem
ment
Manyy communities have
sstrategies to create a “co
omplete stree
et”, with prim
mary objectivees to:
adop
pted “complete streets”
1. Reduce
e speeding and
a improve
e mobility and
Avenue
e Corridor forr all users;
2. Designate an area
a within the roadway fo
or
connec
ctivity betwe
een downtow
wn and the
e
systems;
3. Improve
e quality of life
l and crea
ate a sense of
o
design of safe and attractive strreets.

safety of tthe West Ce
entral
bicycle trravel to imp
prove
City’s bikkeway and trail
neighborh
hood through
h the

T
The Master Plan
P
called for the consideration of a lane reducction from a fivela
ane configuration to a three-lane crross section for Central Avenue from
m 8th
S
Street to Ran
ncho Seco Road.
R
The excess
e
roadw
way width w
would be use
ed to
p
provide bike
e lanes, wid
der sidewalks and oth
her safety a
and streetsccape
im
mprovementts. In 2008, the
t West Ce
entral Avenue
e Corridor Co
oncept Plan was
d
developed, and
a
included
d short-term and long-te
erm design cconcepts for the
la
ane reductio
on along Cen
ntral Avenue.

D
Demonstra
ation Projject & Mon
nitoring Pllan

laws and policies to
o ensure
that sstreets are desiigned and
operated to enable safe
acce
ess for all users.
Pede
estrians, bicyclissts,
moto
orists and transit riders of
all ag
ges and abilitiess must be
able to safely move along and
acrosss a complete sstreet.

LAN
NE REDUCTION
PRO
OJECT
In this case, a lane reduction
proje
ect describes a roadway
modification whereb
by the
ber of travel lan
nes is
numb
reduc
ced to reallocate the
effec
ctive roadway w
width to
proviide features suc
ch as
wider sidewalks, lan
ndscaping,
medians, bicycle facilities, a
way left turn lan
nes or ontwo-w
stree
et parking.

P
Prior to im
mplementing major in
nfrastructure changes, the near--term
im
mprovementts outlined in the 2008
8 Concept Plan were designed to
o be
im
mplemented
d with simple
e restriping and minor modification
m
s as a one--year
““demonstration”, or pilott project in order to tesst the feasib
bility of the lane
rreductions and identify the benefits, and any fattal flaws asssociated with
h the
m
modifications
s. In Spring of
o 2011, the interim striping plan wass implemente
ed to
c
change the lane configuration of the
e street and add bike la
anes without making ma
ajor infrastruc
cture
c
changes, su
uch as widening sidewa
alks and relocating cur b and gutte
er. As part of the one--year
D
Demonstratio
on Project, a detailed performance monitoring program wa
as performed
d to record and
e
evaluate the effectivenes
ss of the Dem
monstration Project. The performancce monitoring
g study inclu
uded
a variety of data
d
gatherin
ng for one pe
eriod during “Before Stud
dy” condition
ns (prior to rrestriping) an
nd at
q
quarterly inte
ervals over one
o
year for “After Stud
dy” conditio
ons (after restriping). Th
he results off the
gn and info
m
monitoring plan
p
provide
e an opportu
unity to refin
ne the desig
orm decision
n-makers be
efore
a
authorizing th
he ultimate im
mprovementts.
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Demonstration Project Monitoring Plan Components
The monitoring program included extensive data collection and information gathering in
order to assess the benefits and potential impacts of the project. The key monitoring plan
components are summarized in the table below.
Monitoring
Element
Traffic / Pedestrian
/ Bicycle Counts

Purpose

Frequency

 Identify shift in traffic patterns

5 Times

 Identify shift to alternative travel
modes

(once before; quarterly after restriping)

 Monitor traffic operations
Parking
Occupancy Counts

 Monitor change in parking
utilization

5 Times

Travel Time Runs

 Monitor operational performance of
three-lane configuration

5 Times

(once before; quarterly after restriping)
(once before; quarterly after restriping)

 Identify impacts to vehicular
circulation/delay
Accident Data
Review

 Compare vehicular, pedestrian and
bicycle accident rates and types
before and after implementation of
the project

1 Time

Queuing
Observations

 Monitor operational performance of
three-lane configuration

5 Times

After one year, collect and review
accident data for before and after
conditions
(once before; quarterly after restriping)

 Identify impacts to vehicular
circulation
 Identify change in traffic congestion
Speed Surveys

Transit Travel Time
Surveys

 Study change in vehicle speeds
with implementation of the threelane configuration

5 Times

 Monitor performance of transit
service with three-lane
configuration

5 Times

(once before; quarterly after restriping)

(once before; quarterly after restriping)

 Identify impacts to transit service
on-time performance and reliability
Stakeholder
Interviews / Survey

 Record stakeholder perceptions of
functionality and safety of threelane configuration
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1 Time
After one year, interview and/or survey
area stakeholders, such as neighborhood
residents, business associations,
schools, transit providers/users and
bicycle advocates.

Performance Measures
The extensive data and information collected over the one-year monitoring program was used to
evaluate the project using a diverse set of performance criteria. The following criteria, as presented in
the table below, were established with the intent of evaluating the performance of the Demonstration
Project with respect to vehicular, bicycle, transit and pedestrian mobility and safety.
Performance Measures
Measure

Description

Auto Travel Time

The time required for the average automobile to travel a route between two defined
points. Travel time includes the running time when a vehicle is in motion, and the
stopped delay time, or time in which the vehicle is stopped or moving slowly.

Transit Travel Time

The time required for a transit vehicle to travel a route between two defined points.
Travel time includes the running time when a vehicle is in motion, and the stopped
delay time, or time in which the vehicle is stopped (including passenger loading) or
moving slowly,
Vehicle speeds are presented in various forms. Average speeds over a defined
roadway segment can be determined using the average travel time and the length of
the roadway segment. In addition, spot speed data can be collected over time at a
specific point along a roadway segment to determine the average vehicle speed, as
well as the number of observed vehicles traveling at various speed increments.
Intersection operations are evaluated based on several criteria, including level of
service (LOS), control delay, and vehicle queuing.
Significant fluctuations, or changes to traffic volumes and/or distribution patterns within
a defined study area may indicate that drivers are utilizing alternate routes to travel
between their origin and destination. Increases to cut-through traffic, or traffic that
passes through residential neighborhoods using streets not intended for through
traffic, are of particular concern with implementation of significant changes to the
roadway network.
For this study, on-street parking activity is measured based on the peak on-street
parking activity observed throughout the day.
Bicycle and pedestrian activity is measured based on the observed number of cyclists
and pedestrians traveling within a defined study area during given period of time.
Crash assessment for a defined roadway segment includes an analysis of reported
accident data over time to determine crash frequency, crash rates, common types of
crashes, and severity (i.e. injuries, property damage, etc.).
Community satisfaction with regards to the Central Avenue Demonstration Project is
evaluated based on input from selected stakeholders, such as nearby businesses,
neighbors, commuters, local schools, and bicycle advocacy groups,

Travel Speed

Intersection
Operations
Traffic Pattern
Shifts /
Neighborhood
Cut-Through

On-Street Parking
Activity
Pedestrian and
Bicycle Activity
Crash
Frequency/Severity
Community
Satisfaction
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Summary of Performance Monitoring Results
The key results of the performance monitoring program, using the performance monitoring criteria
described in the previous table, are summarized as follows:
Auto Travel Times
 Overall peak period travel time increased by an average of 10% from Before Study
conditions.
 Average AM peak direction (eastbound) travel time increased by 5 sec. (3%) from Before
Study conditions to After Study conditions.
 Average AM non-peak direction (westbound) travel time increased by 45 sec. (21%) from
Before Study conditions to After Study conditions.
 Average PM peak direction (westbound) travel time increased by 17 sec. (8%) from Before
Study conditions to After Study conditions.
 Average PM non-peak direction (eastbound) travel time increased by 20 sec. (11%) from
Before Study conditions to After Study conditions.
Before and After study Vehicle Travel Times
Corridor
Summary

Dir.

Before
Study
(Mar 2011)

After
Study I
(July 2011)

After
Study II
(Oct 2011)

After
Study III
(Feb 2012)

After
Study IV
(May 2012)

AM PEAK
Average Travel Time (sec)
Change from Before Study (sec)

EB

% Change from Before Study
Average Travel Time (sec)
Change from Before Study (sec)

WB

% Change from Before Study

198

188

223

212

203

-

-10

25

14

5

-

-4.9%

12.8%

7.1%

2.4%

219

217

239

237

264

-

-3

19

18

45

-

-1.2%

8.8%

8.1%

20.5%

180

175

176

186

199

-

-5

-4

6

20

-

-2.8%

-2.2%

3.4%

10.9%

229

240

267

264

247

-

10

37

35

17

-

4.5%

16.3%

15.3%

7.6%

PM PEAK
Average Travel Time (sec)
Change from Before Study (sec)

EB

% Change from Before Study
Average Travel Time (sec)
Change from Before Study (sec)
% Change from Before Study

WB

Note:
Eastbound (EB) Travel Time Study Limits – Rio Grande Boulevard to 7th Street
Westbound (WB) Travel Time Study Limits – 7th Street to Rio Grande Boulevard
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A
Auto Speeds
 Averrage peak direction
d
running speed decreased by two perccent (2%) during the AM
M
peakk period and by seven pe
ercent (7%) during
d
the PM
M peak perio
od.
 Averrage non-pea
ak direction running spe
eed decreaseed by 17 percent during the AM pea
ak
perio
od and 10 pe
ercent during
g the PM pea
ak period.
 Spott speed survvey data reco
orded on Cen
ntral Avenue showed the
e following:
o Before Study
S
(Spring
g 2011)
 Avverage eastb
bound speed
d = 34 mph
 Avverage westb
bound speed
d = 34 mph
 85
5 percent of observed
o
vehicles traveliing over speed limit of 30
0 mph
 33
3 percent of observed
o
vehicles traveliing over 35 m
mph
o After Stu
udy (Spring 2012)
2
 Avverage eastb
bound speed
d = 30 mph
 Avverage westb
bound speed
d = 31 mph
 40
0 percent of observed
o
vehicles traveliing over speed limit of 30
0 mph
 7 percent
p
of ob
bserved vehicles travelin
ng over 35 mph
Central Ave
enue Spot Speed Survey (W
Westbound)
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Transit Travel Times
 Average travel time for ABQ Ride Local Route 66 increased by nine percent (9%).
 Average travel time for Rapid Ride Route 766 increased by one percent (1%).
Intersection Levels of Service (LOS)
Study intersections include all signalized intersections on Central Avenue between Lomas
Boulevard/San Pasquale and 8th Street.
o Before Study (Spring 2011) – All intersections operate at acceptable LOS D or
better for AM and PM peak hour conditions.
o After Study (Spring 2012) – All intersections operate at acceptable LOS D or
better for AM and PM peak hour conditions.
Intersection Queuing
 By reducing the number of through travel lanes, vehicles on Central Avenue now queue in
a single lane at intersections instead of two lanes.
 Peak period vehicle queues in the eastbound and westbound through lanes along Central
Avenue were observed to generally double during AM and PM peak periods after
implementation of the Demonstration Project.
 The most significant queues were observed during the PM peak hour at Central
Avenue/12th Street and at Central Avenue/14th Street, where peak queues in the
westbound through lanes increased from seven vehicles to as high as 15 vehicles during
After Study conditions.
 Some moderate increases (1-3 vehicles) to peak queues were observed on side street
approaches; however, there were no observed instances where vehicle queues blocked
upstream streets or spilled beyond available left turn pockets.
Bike and Pedestrian Activity & On-Street Parking Activity
 Bicycle and pedestrian activity along the Central Avenue Corridor was observed to remain
generally consistent during the AM and PM peak periods from Before Study to After Study
conditions.
 Peak parking occupancy remained generally consistent from Before Study to After Study
conditions.
Traffic Shifting/Neighborhood Cut-Through
 Average Daily Traffic (ADT) volumes decreased by approximately four percent (4%) on
Central Avenue and increased by approximately seven percent (7%) on Lomas Boulevard,
indicating that there is some likelihood of a moderate traffic shift from Central Avenue to
Lomas Boulevard, which has reserve capacity based on current volumes.
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There were no significant changes to traffic volumes along parallel and perpendicular
neighborhood streets between Central and Lomas that would serve as likely cut-through
routes to bypass Central Avenue.

Crash Analysis
 Based on available crash data for Before Study conditions (five-year history before lane
reduction) and After Study conditions (eight and one-half months after lane reduction),
crash rates along Central Avenue decreased by 45 percent.
 The percentage of crashes involving injuries remained approximately the same from
Before Study to After Study conditions.
 There were six crashes involving bicycles or pedestrians in the five-year period prior to the
Demonstration Project, and zero crashes involving bicycles or pedestrians after
implementation of the Demonstration Project.
Community Satisfaction/Stakeholder Input
 Community and stakeholder feedback was generally mixed, with many residents and
business owners having positive impressions of the Demonstration Project improvements,
while commuters and some residents expressed concerns with perceived increases in
vehicular congestion and delays, and trouble accessing Central Avenue from side streets
or driveways.
 55 percent of community input survey participants felt that their experience as a driver
along Central Avenue was the same, or better, compared to 45 percent who felt their
experience was worse after the lane reduction.
 85 percent of survey participants felt that their experience as a pedestrian was the same or
improved with the lane reduction, while 83 percent felt that, as a cyclist, their experience
traveling Central Avenue was the same or better.
 77 percent of survey participants felt that the lane reduction improved their experience as a
transit user along Central Avenue.

Conclusions and Recommendations
There are no universally accepted performance measures by which to judge the success, or
failure, of a lane reduction project like the Demonstration Project. Whereas various data can be
collected and used to quantify the impact of a lane reduction, there are no standardized criteria or
thresholds. In order to evaluate the overall effectiveness and of the West Central Avenue
Demonstration Project and identify potential positive or negative impacts associated with the
roadway modifications, various performance measures were developed and monitored over the
course of one year. Overall, the Demonstration Project was successful in meeting the following
goals:
1. Reduce speeding along the corridor
2. Designate an area within the roadway for bicycle travel
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3. Create opportunities for enhanced transit facilities
4. Effectively enhance the environment for all street users while maintaining acceptable traffic
operations
5. Reduce the crash frequency, severity, and number along the corridor
6. Further separate vehicles from the sidewalk pedestrian realm
7. Enhance livability and quality of life for adjacent residents and other roadway users
On the other hand, the Demonstration Project generated the following concerns for some
stakeholders:
8. Perceived increases in vehicular congestion and delays along the corridor
9. Increased difficulty in finding acceptable gaps in traffic to access Central Avenue from
unsignalized side streets and driveways
10. Concern over worsening mobility for drivers in order to improve conditions for bicyclists
and pedestrians, who represent a minority proportion of all trips
After a detailed analysis of Before Study conditions and a one-year monitoring program of After
Study conditions using a diverse set of performance measures, there were no indicators that the
West Central Avenue Demonstration Project modifications resulted in unsafe conditions or
deteriorated traffic operations that would be deemed unacceptable by most standards. However,
community feedback regarding the Demonstration Project is not universally positive, with some
concerns from commuters and other stakeholders about increased traffic congestion and delays
along the corridor. Although there has yet to be a significant increase in travel using alternative
modes (walking, cycling, transit), the overall response from surveyed stakeholders is that the
roadway modifications have improved conditions for pedestrians and cyclists, and transit users.
In moving forward with implementation of the proposed ultimate improvements along the corridor,
the following recommendations are provided in order to continue to improve operations along West
Central Avenue and to increase community satisfaction with the complete street improvements:




Continue community outreach efforts to communicate the near-term and long-term benefits
of the complete street improvements (i.e. wider sidewalks, improved pedestrian crossings,
enhanced landscaping and streetscape elements, improved bus stops, catalyst for
redevelopment).
Pursue the ability to isolate the traffic signal group along the three-lane segment of Central
Avenue between San Pasquale Avenue/Lomas Boulevard and 10th Street from the existing
synchronized Central Avenue corridor. By isolating this segment of Central Avenue, which
carries lower traffic volumes and operates at lower speeds than the stretch of Central
Avenue west of San Pasquale Avenue, the signal timings along the three-lane segment can
be further optimized to improve traffic operations, reduce control delays and vehicle
queues. This will likely require that the proposed reconfiguration of the Central Avenue/San
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Pasquale Avenue/Lomas Boulevard intersection be completed prior to implementing further
signal timing improvements to the study corridor.
Continue to monitor traffic conditions along the study corridor and perform signal timing
refinements as needed on an annual, or biennial basis.
Improve signage along study corridor to better identify parking and bike lanes.
Explore strategies to improve bicycle system connectivity at west end of study area.
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